
Application of disposable bed sheet in china  

Hospital, hotel, beauty salon use,ideal for use in all areas where short stays of frequent bedding changes a
re required ,

or where laundering is a problem.

 

Wholesale disposable bed sheet style :

Flat, elastic on two ends, elastic on four corners;

We also produce stretcher sheets.

 

The details of disposable bed sheet for hotel

1. Material: SPP non woven ,SMS,Microporous,Spunlace

2. Weight: 20-100gsm

3. Color: white, green, blue, yellow..etc

4. Size: 200cm*120cm/200cm*90cm/180cm*120cm/180cm*90cm /90*60cm
can be made according to client's demand)

5. Style: elastic in two ends,or elastic in four corner,we also have flat style,

6. Anti-Static treated: available

7. Flame resistant treated: available, we add the fire resistant material in the fabric,

  making the fabric has high resistance to the fire,and the fire can be extinguished in 3-5 seconds.

Pillow Case

1. Fabric type: PP,SMS,Microporous,Spunlace

2. Fabric weight: 20-100 GSM

3. Color: White, blue, yellow, green or etc...

4. Size: 32X42cm+10cm; 40X70cm+10cm; 60X60cm, or etc...

5. Seal: Ultrasonic or sewing seam

6. Style: open style and cover in the opening                                                                                         

                                          



Packing of wholesale disposable bed sheet

Sterile packing 1 pcs/ sterile paper plastic bag, 50 pcs/Ctn
Regular packing 5 pcs/bag, 50 pcs/Ctn
Remark: all can be special customized according to your actual requirements

The picture of disposable bed sheet in china

FAQ

Q:1. Which are the main countries you export to?
A: Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Italy, France, UK,USA, Saudi Arabia, Chile, Mexico, Peru, Brazil, Korea,
Japan ,Thailand and so on.
 
Q:2.Could you provide us an overview of the range of the products that you specifically manufacture from



your own factory?
A: Our own factory mainly produce all kinds of disposable face masks,caps, coveralls, surgical gowns,
lab coats, bed sheets, arm sleeves, shoe covers, surgical drapes, rain ponchos ,aprons and so on.
 
Q: 3. How many production lines are there for your major range of the products?
A:2 production lines for fabric PP ,SMS, PP/PE material.
   2 dust free workshops for surgical sterile products
   5 automatic caps machines and 5 automatic shoe cove machines.
   10 automatic face mask machines.


